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ABSTRACT 
We consider nonsymmetric partial operator matrices R whose directed graphs belong 
to a certain class and for which certain key, fully specified principal submatrices are 
invertible. Under these circumstances, we prove the existence of a unique invertible 
completion F of R such that (F-‘)ij is block zero whenever Rij is unspecified. In this 
way, the existing results of Johnson and Lundquist are generalized to the nonsymmetric 
case. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper complex Hilbert spaces are considered and usually denoted by 
31 (perhaps also subscripted). For two Hilbert spaces Xl and 1-12, a(Xt, 3-12) 
denotes the set of all bounded linear operators acting from Xt to 7f2. We shorten 
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B(‘H, IFI) to B(X). An operator matrix A = (Aij)tj=l is a matrix whose entry 
Aij is in B(‘Flj, Xi), 7f1, . . . . ‘FI,, being Hilbert spaces. Let A E B(7-l) and ‘FI = 
X1 CD 3-12 CB .. . CD ‘FI, be a direct sum decomposition of ‘H. This produces a matrix 
decomposition A = (Aij)li=l, in which Aij = Pi AI’Flj. Here Pi stands for the 
orthogonal projection of l-l’onto ?fi. Throughout this paper, for a matrix A and an 
index set cr 5 { 1, . . . . n}, A(a) denotes the submatrix of A corresponding to rows 
and columns in the set (Y. 
Let 
be an operator matrix with the property that A is invertible. Then M admits the 
following factorization: 
The operator D - CA-‘B is called the Schur complement of A in M. 
For terminology and results concerning graph theory we essentially follow the 
book [ 111. An undirected graph is a pair G = (V, E) in which V, the vertex 
set, is a finite set (usually V = (1, . . . . n)), and the edge set E is a symmetric 
binary relation on V. The adjacency set of a vertex u is denoted by Adj(u), i.e., 
w E Adj(u) if {u, w} E E. Given a subset S c V, define the subgruph induced 
by S by Gs = (S, Es), in which Es = ({x, y} E E Ix E S and y E S}. The 
complete graph is the graph with the property that every pair of distinct vertices 
is adjacent. A subset K 2 V is a clique if the induced graph on K is complete. 
A path [ul, . . . . uk] is a sequence of vertices such that {uj , Uj+l } E E for 
j = 1, . ..( k-l. Acycleoflengthk > 2isapath[ut, . . . . uk, ut] inwhichul, . ..Uk 
are distinct. A graph G is called chordal if every cycle of length greater than 3 
possesses a chord, i.e., an edge joining two nonconsecutive vertices of the cycle. 
A subset S c V is called a u-u vertex separator for the nonadjacent vertices u 
and u if the removal of S from the graph separates u and u into distinct connected 
components. If no proper subset of S contains a u-u separator, then S is a minimal 
u-u separator. It is known (Theorem 4.1 in [ 111) that an undirected graph is 
chordal if and only if every minimal vertex separator is a clique. 
The intersection graph of a family 3 of nonempty sets is obtained by repre- 
senting each set in 3 by a vertex and connecting two vertices by an edge if the 
corresponding sets intersect. A connected graph with no cycles is called a tree. 
The following represents an important characterization of chordality (Theorem 4.8 
in [ll]): 
THEOREM 1.1. An undirected graph G = (V, E) is chordal ifund only ifthere 
exists a tree T = (K, E), whose vertex set is the set of the maximal cliques of G, 
such that each of the induced subgraphs TK, (u E V) is connected (and hence a 
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subtree). Here K, consists of those maximal cliques that contain v. 
Let us describe more precisely the tree given by the previous theorem. Each 
vertex of T is a maximal clique of G. Moreover, the tree has the following 
intersection property [4,6]: whenever a vertex v E V is contained in two distinct 
vertex sets K and K’ of T, then v is contained in any node set lying on the unique 
path connecting K and K’ in T. The tree given by Theorem 1.1 is called a clique 
tree (or briefly tree) of the chordal graph G. In general T is not uniquely determined 
by G. 
If T = (E(T), V(T)) is a tree of the chordal graph G = (V, E), then [6] the set 
S of all minimal vertex separators of G coincides with the set ( W CI W’ I{ W, W’} E 
E(T)}. 
A directed graph is a pair H = (V, F) in which V, the vertex set, is a finite 
set (usually V = { 1,2, . . . . n)) and F is an arbitrary binary relation on V. 
Let H = (V, 3) be a directed graph and let x, y E V. Define Adj(x) = {y E 
V ] (x, y) E 3), and Adj-l(y) = {x E V 1 y E Adj(x)}. Ofcourse, thesecoincide 
in the undirected case, but must be distinguishing in the directed case. An edge 
(x, y) E 3 is called bisimplicial if whenever z E Adj(x) and z’ E Adj-‘(y) it 
follows that (z’, z) E 3. Consider a sequence of edges 4 = [(xl, yt ), . . . . (rcn, yn)] 
of H such that V = (xl, . . . . x,} = {yl, . . . . m}. Then $J is called a perfect edge 
elimination scheme for H if: (xl, yt ) is bisimplicial; and for k = 1, . . . , n - 1, 
removal from H of all edges of the form (xi, z), (w, yi), i = 1, . . . . k, leaves 
(xk+t , yk+t) bisimplicial in the resulting graph. 
Consider now a collection V = {VI, . . . . V,}, in which each I$ is a finite set, 
i = 1, . . . . m. Suppose that T is a tree on V=(V(T)) with the intersection property, 
and let&(T) be the edge set of T. An orientation of T is a specification of direction 
for each edge in E(T); there are, of course, 2”-’ orientations of T. For a given 
orientation D of T, the directed graph H = (V, F) is allowed by the pair (T, D) 
if 
V,ijVk 
k=l 
and (i, j) E F if and only if either 
(1) {i, j} c vk for some k = 1, . . . . ??I, Or 
(2) there is an oriented path (I$, v&, . . . . vk,,) in D such that i E Vkl and 
j E vk,. 
For example, the directed graph in Figure 1 is allowed by the oriented tree in 
Figure 2. 
A partial matrix is an n-by-m array in which some entries are specified, while 
the remaining entries are “unspecified,” i.e., independent free variables. The un- 
specified entries are denoted by ? or X, Y, Z, etc. (perhaps also with subscripts). 
Throughout this paper, we will consider the specified and unspecified entries 
of a partial matrix to be complex numbers, matrices, or (bounded linear) operators 
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FIG. 1. 
acting between corresponding Hilbert spaces. The partial operator matrices will 
be the main objects of our investigation. 
A compEetion of a partial matrix is simply a specification of each of the unspec- 
ified entries, resulting in a conventional matrix (or operator matrix). In this paper 
we are interested in invertible completions with zero blocks in certain positions of 
the inverse. 
A partial matrix R = (Rij); .=1 is called (combinatorially) symmetric if the 
following conditions are satisfie d . 
(1) All the diagonal entries of R are specified. 
(2) Rij is specified if and only if Rji is specified also. 
With an n-by-n partial symmetric matrix R we associate an undirected graph 
G = (V, E) with vertex set V = {I, . . ..n} and edge set E = {{i, j) Ii # 
j and Rij is specified}. With an n-by-n nonsymmetric partial matrix R we asso- 
ciate a directed graph H = (V, .T) with vertex set V = { 1, . . . . n} and edge set 
3 = {(i, j) 1 Rij is specified}. 
Among the first completion problems considered were ones involving banded 
partial matrices. An n-by-n partial matrix A is called banded whenever Aij is 
specified if and only if Ii - jl 5 m, m being a fixed integer, 0 5 m -C n. Banded 
partial matrices R with block matrix entries and certain invertibility conditions on 
some principal minors of R have been considered in [8]. Under these conditions, 
there is a unique invertible completion F of R, such that the factors of the UDL 
factorization of F-l have zero blocks outside the band width m. 
In [ 141, the following was proven. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let R be a partial matrix, the graph G = (V, E), of whose 
speciJied entries is chordal, such that all of the principal submatrices of R corre- 
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FIG. 2. 
sponding to the maximal cliques and minimal vertex separators of G are invertible. 
Then there exists a unique invertible completion F of R such that (F-‘)ij = 0 for 
any (i, j) # E. 
The main purpose of this paper is to find generalizations of Theorem 1.2 in 
the case of nonsymmetric partial matrices, and the case in which the entries are 
bounded linear operators acting between corresponding Hilbert spaces. As appli- 
cations of the “zero in the inverse” completion results we mention the maximum 
entropy principles (see e.g., [7], [8], [12], [9], and [13]), fast factorization algo- 
rithms for sparse matrices (see e.g., [ 181 and [16]), and determinantal formulae 
CL417 [51, and PI). 
2. THE MAIN RESULTS 
Let H = (V, 3> be a directed graph. Then H is called completable if any 
partial matrix R, with associated graph H and the property that all of its fully spec- 
ified principal submatrices are invertible, admits a unique invertible completion F 
with (F-‘)ij = 0 for any (i, j) 6 3. In Section 3 we prove that an undirected 
graph is completable if and only if it is chordal. It is known [ 11, Chapter XII] that 
a combinatorially symmetric sparse matrix can be reduced by pelfect Gaussian 
elimination if and only if the graph of the matrix is chordal. In the nonsymmetric 
case, the perfect elimination can be carried out if and only if the digraph of the 
matrix has a perfect edge elimination scheme. Thus, in the nonsymmetric case, 
it is natural to consider directed graphs with a perfect edge elimination scheme 
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in place of chordal graphs. We show by means of an example that the property 
of having a perfect edge elimination scheme is not sufficient for a directed graph 
to be completable. We prove that any directed graph allowed by an oriented tree 
is completable. Several examples of completable and noncompletable directed 
graphs will be presented in Section 3, but a full graph theoretical description of 
the set of all completable directed graphs is not yet available. 
Before starting some additional notation is necessary. Let 0 denote the algebra 
of matrices F = (Fij)yjC1 in which Fij is a (bounded linear) operator acting 
between the Hilbert spaces Xj and Hi. For any directed graph H = (V, .7=) define 
QH = {F E Q : Fij = 0 for (i, j) $! F}, 
R_ = {F E 52 : Fij = 0 for i < j}, 
Q+ = (F E 52 : Fij = 0 for i > j}, 
Ro=Q+flsz_. 
Q+, S2_, and !A0 represent respectively the sets of all upper triangular, lower 
triangular, and diagonal matrices in the class 52. 
If R is a partial matrix, R E QH denotes that Rij is a linear operator acting 
between 7fj and Xi and H is the directed graph of R. 
It is a classical result in matrix analysis (see [lo] for the operator version) that 
any operator matrix M E Q admits the factorization 
M = M_ JM+ (2.1) 
with Mk E !2+, (Mk)ii = I, .I E no and invertible, if and only if each 
M({l, . . . . j)) is invertible for j = 1, . . . . n. 
If a matrix is in the class fiH, each of its factors is in the same class. This is 
the content of the next proposition, which is an easy generalization of the scalar 
version in [ 161 (see also [ 181 and [ 171 for the chordal case). 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let H be a directed graph, let 4 = [(l, l), . . . . (n, n)] be 
a perfect edge elimination scheme for H, and let M E S-2 with all M({ 1, . . . . j}) 
invertible. Then M E WH if and only if it admits the factorization 
M = X_VX+ (2.2) 
with Xk E S& II aH, (Xk)jj = I, and V E S-20 invertible. 
Proo$ Let M E 52 admit the factorization (2.2) and let i, j E V with (i, j) 6 FT. 
Thus 
Mij = 2(X- V)ik(X+)kj. (2.3) 
k=l 
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If (X_ V)ik and (X+)ki are nonzero we have i > k, j > k and (i, k), (k, j) E 
F. Since the edge (k, k) is bisimplicial in the induced directed graph Hlk,...,nl, 
we obtain (i, j) E 3, a contradiction, Thus for every k = 1, . . . . n we have 
(X_V)ik = 0 or (X+)kj = 0 and thus M E QH. 
Conversely, let M E n;ZH. Express M in the form [see (l.l)] 
M=(~;)=(C:-l;)(;D_~A-lB)(;A;B) cw 
with 
A = M~I, B = [Ml29 . ..t MI,], 
C = [M21, . . . . Mndr, D = M((2, . . . . n}). 
Consider i, j >_ 2 with (i, j) # F. Consequently, 
(D - CA-‘B)ij = MilM,‘Mlj. 
Since the edge (1, 1) is bisimplicial and (i, j) $! .F, we get that (1, i) @ .F or 
(1, j) # 3 and so D - CA-‘B E QH-(11. 
Take 
I 
( > CA-’ 
to be the first column of X- and (I A-’ B ) to be the first row of X+. The 
factorization (2.4) of D - CA-‘B gives the second column of X_ and the second 
row of X+. Continuing in this way, we eliminate all the edges of H and finally 
obtain the factorization (2.2) of M. n 
DEFINITION. The factorization (2.2) of a matrix M E S2 is called a triangular 
H-factorization. 
Note that the above definition requires [ ( 1, 1)) . . . , (n , n)] to be a perfect scheme 
for G. 
The following is a simple and known fact, but it will be very useful in the proof 
of our main result. 
LEMMA 2.2. Consider the invertible operator matrix A = (Aij);,j=t, and 
assume that 
(iii it:), A22, and (A":: :zz) 
are invertible. Then (A-‘)13 = 0 (respectively (A-l)31 = 0) if and only if 
A13 = A12AgiA23 (respectively A31 = A32ATiA21). 
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ProojI Let A-’ = B = (Bij);,j,l. Assume that B13 = 0. Then we have 
This implies that A22 B23 -t A23 B33 = 0; thus 
Bz3BT31 = -A;;A23. (2.6) 
Also from (2.5) one obtains that Al2 B23 + A 13 B33 = 0; thus, 
A13 = -AnB23B3;‘. 
Then (2.6) and (2.7) imply that A13 = A12Ay;A23. 
Conversely, let A 13 = A 12 A;; A23, and 
(2.7) 
be the second column of 
Then AzB23 + A13B33 = 0; thus B23 = -A;. A23 B33. This implies that 
A12B23+A13B33=Oandso 
is the last column of 
. 
This completes the proof. H 
We might expect a result similar to Theorem 1.2 for directed graphs with a 
perfect edge elimination scheme, but this fails. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the following partial matrix: 
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in which x, y, and z denote unspecified entries. All the fully specified principal 
minors of R are invertible. The directed graph of R has the perfect edge elimination 
scheme4 = [(l, l), (2,2), (3,3), (4,4)]. Wetrytofindx,y,andzcorresponding 
to an invertible completion F with (F-l)14 = (F-l)21 = (F-l)23 = 0. This 
latter equalities imply 
Then y = z = 1, and the third determinant above equals 3 regardless of X, a 
contradiction. Thus, the existence of a perfect edge elimination scheme for a 
directed graph does not imply that the directed graph is completable. 
We next prove that the directed graphs allowed by oriented trees (with the 
intersection property) are completable. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let T = (V(T), E(T)), V(T) = {VI, . . . . V,}, be a tree with 
the intersection property, and D an orientation of T. Let H = (V, .F) be the 
directed graph allowed by the pair (T, 0). If R E QH is a partial operator matrix 
and the matrices 
(i) R(Vk),fork = 1, . . . . m, 
(ii) R(& fl Vj)for {Vi, Vi} E E(T) 
are invertible, then there exists a unique invertible completion F of R with (F-‘)ij 
= 0 whenever (i, j) 6 3. 
Pro06 We prove the theorem by induction on m, the number of node sets of T. 
For m = 1 the result is obvious, while for m = 2 the oriented tree (T, D) is of 
the form shown in Figure 3. Let R let be a partial matrix having its directed graph 
allowed by the above tree, and define /I = VI rl V2, cx = VI - /?, and y = V2 - /?. 
Then R can be decomposed as 
(2.8) 
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with respect to the partition a! U p U y of the index set V, and thus 
= R(Vl), = R(V2), 
and A22 = R(Vl n V2) = R(B). Then, the invertibility conditions of the theorem 
imply via Lemma 2.2 that there exists an invertible completion F of R with the 
desired nonzero pattern in the inverse. 
Suppose that the result is true for m - 1. We employ an extra assumption and 
prove it also by induction. Let Vj E V(T) be a node set of T, and define 
Wj = {k 1 there is an oriented path in (T, D) joining Vk with Vj}, 
pj = {k 1 there is an oriented path in (T, D) joining Vj with Vk}. 
Further denote Uvj = IJIEoj Vl, and Vvj = UIEPj Vi. Our additional assumption 
is: if F is the invertible completion of R with the desired nonzero pattern in its 
inverse, then F(l$.) and F(Uv,) are also invertible for any j = 1, . . . . m. 
Let T = (V(T), E(T)), V(T) = {VI, . . . . V,), be a tree with the intersection 
property, and D an orientation of T. Let R be a partial operator matrix having 
its directed graph allowed by (T, D), and assume that R satisfies the conditions 
of the theorem. Select an extremal node set W E {VI, . . . . V,}, and let W’ be its 
unique neighbor in T. Assume that the edge { W, W’} E E(T) is oriented from W’ 
to W. Letj3 = W f~ W’, a = W - 6, y = W’ - /?, 6 = VW - (W U W’), and 
E = V-(aUgUyUS>. LetT’= (V(T’),&(T’))bethetreeobtainedbyremoving 
the node set W and the edge { W, W’} from T, and D’ be the orientation induced 
by D on T’. The partial matrix R( V - a) has its directed graph H’ allowed by the 
oriented tree (T’, D’). Since R( V - a) inherits from R the invertibility properties 
(i) and (ii) of the theorem, by the assumption made for m - 1, R(V - a) has an 
invertible completion F’ such that H’ is a directed graph of F’-’ . Consider now 
the partial matrix R’ obtained by replacing R( V - a) by F’ in R. With respect to 
the partition 01 U p U (y U S) U E of the index set, R’ can be decomposed as 
A11 A12 X13 X14 
R’ = 
A21 A22 A23 A24 
(2.9) 
x41 A42 A43 A44 
in which F’ = (Aij):,j=2. Since the union of the node sets W” of T’ with the 
property that there exists an oriented path in (T’, 0’) joining W” with W’ is 
/I U y U 8, by our second assumption 
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is invertible. Let us successively define 
(xl3 x14) = Al2A;; (A23 A24) (2.10) 
and 
x41 = ( A42 A43) 
(::::f (t::). 
(2.11) 
Thus, by Lemma 2.2, the relations (2.10) and (2.11) define an invertible completion 
F of R’ in (2.9) (and of R also), with its inverse of the form 
F-l = 
@21 a22 (1123 a24 
’ a31 a32 Qf33 a34 
(2.12) 
The relations FF-’ = F-‘F = Z imply that 
are the last two columns and (a42 a43 1x44) is the last row of the inverse of F’ = 
(Aij):j=z, and thus H’ is a directed graph of (oij)tj=2. This together with (2.12) 
implies that H is a directed graph of F-‘. 
To finish the existence part of the proof we must also prove our second assump- 
tion, namely that the matrices F(Uvj> and F(l)vj) are invertible for j = 1, . . . . m. 
Taking into account the relation between the oriented trees (T, 0) and (T’, D’) 
and the fact that the result holds for T’, it remains to prove that F (VW) is invertible 
when W is the selected extremal node set of T. Since VW = cr U B U y U 6 and 
F(a U B U y U 6) is the completion of 
with X13 = A12A;.A23, 
Lemma 2.2 implies that F(Vw) is invertible. 
Finally we prove the uniqueness of F. Assume that E is another completion 
of R with (E-‘)ij = 0 whenever (i, j) $3. Let F = (Bii)fj,l be the decom- 
position of F with respect to the partition (Y U ,9 U (y U S) u’ E of the index set. 
Then, in this decomposition, (P-l)rs, (F-*)14, and (F-l)41 are 0. Thus, by the 
same argument as used for F, H’ is a directed graph for E(V - a)-‘. By the 
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uniqueness result for m - 1, we have that P(V - a) = F (V - a). It turns out 
that both F and E are invertible completions of R’ in (2.9), with the property that 
in the partition u U /I U (y U 8) U c of the index set their inverses have 0 on the 
(1,3), (1,4), and (4,l) positions. Then by Lemma 2.2 we have that E = F. This 
completes the proof. W 
3. EXAMPLES AND CONSEQUENCES 
Results similar to Theorem 1.2 fail to be true in the case in which the graph of 
the partial matrix is not chordal. In [ 11, it has been shown that given any nonchordal 
graph G = (V, E), there exists a partial matrix R with graph G and the property 
that all of the principal submatrices of R are invertible, but there are at least two 
invertible completions F of R such that (F-‘)ij = 0 whenever (i, j) 6 E. 
EXAMPLE 2 Consider the partial matrix 
R= 
having the simple cycle of length 4 as its graph. All the fully specified principal 
minors of R are invertible. To find a completion F of R with (F-‘)ij = 0 whenever 
Rij is unspecified we have to solve the equation system 
= yzt - z - t = 0, 
= nzt - z - t = 0, 
=xyz-x-y+l=O, 
=xyt-x--y-1=0. 
An elementary computation shows that this system has no solutions, which means 
that there are no invertible completions F with the desired zero pattern for the 
inverse. 
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When the’graph of the partial matrix is not chordal, it is not possible to classify 
what may happen solely in graph theoretic terms. It may happen that there is no 
completion, a unique completion, or multiple completions that are invertible and 
have the desired inverse zero pattern. This together with Theorem 1.2 implies that 
an undirected graph is completable if and only if it is chordal. 
EXAMPLE 3. Consider the following partial operator matrix: 
R11 R12 R13 R14 X15 
R21 R22 R23 R24 x25 
x41 x42 R43 R44 x45 
x51 R52 R53 R54 R55 
The directed graph of R is the one presented in Figure 1 and allowed by the oriented 
tree in Figure 2. Assume that all the submatrices R({ 1,2}), R({2,3}), R({3,4}), 
R({3,5}), R22, and R33 are invertible. Following Theorem 2.3, succesively define 
x42 = (R43 R45) R(l3,51)-’ 
x15 = (R12 R13 R14) R(I2,3,4])-1 (x25 R35 X45)’ 3 
(x31 x41 x51)f = (R32 R42 R52)’ R,-:R21. 
We obtain in this way an invertible completion F of R with the property that 
(F-')ij = 0 whenever Rij is unspecified. 
REMARK. Let us consider 1 5 p, q 5 n - 1, s = min{p, q}, and a partial 
matrixR,inwhichRijisspecifiedifandonlyifi 5 j 5 i+porj 5 i 5 j+q. If 
allthesubmatrices R({k, ...k+s})fork = 1, . . . . n-sand R({k+l, . . . . k+s})are 
invertible for k = 1, . . . . n - s - 1, then there exists a unique invertible completion 
F of R such that (F-')ij =Owheneverj >i+pori > j+q. 
The above result was proved in [3] for scalar matrices, but it is also true for 
partial operator matrices. It may be checked that the directed graphs of these 
partial matrices are not allowed by any oriented tree. 
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EXAMPLE 4. Consider the following partial operator matrix: 
RII R12 R13 R14 R15 R16 
R21 R22 R23 R24 R2s R26 
R= X R R R R X 31 32 33 34 35 
x41 R42 R43 R44 R45 x46 ’ 
XSI R52 x53 R54 R55 R56 
x61 R62 x63 &I R65 &s 
and assume that all the fully specified principal submatrices of R are invertible. 
The directed graph of R is not allowed by any oriented tree. It is easy to see that the 
pattern of R is not permutation equivalent to any of the patterns discussed before. 
The directed graph of R is still completable, since, successively defining 
x46 = (R42 R45) RW, W-’ ;;; , 
( > 
(~~~)=(~~~~~)R((2.4})-l(~~~). 
x36 = (R32 R34 R35) WI29 4,5))-1 (R26 x46 R56)f 9 
(x31 x41 x51 x61) = (R32 R42 R52 R62) R,-:R21, 
we obtain an invertible completion F of R with (F-‘)ij = 0 whenever (i, j) 
corresponds to an unspecified entry of R. 
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